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Don‘t forget:

Call the

Experts!





the Basics

Passion for Details and Procedures

NEAC Compressor Service – one of the 
world’s largest OEM service companies – 
takes this leitmotif to heart. Customers are 
happy to receive these classical offers for 
their process gas compressors and oil-free 
air compressors:

Comprehensive expert knowl-
edge makes NEAC an impor-
tant partner who provides 
support for new machines 
and existing systems. Here, 
it makes no difference how 
small, complex or apparently 
impossible the task set is.

As opposed to other compa-
nies, NEAC offers more than 
merely services. Thanks to 
a global network of special-
ists and support from the 
internal Central Engineer-
ing Department specialist 
team, NEAC can draw on 
state-of-the-art technical 
know-how. The numerous 
diagnostic and technical op-
tions given by NEAC provide 
added value for compressor 
system operators here!

* Installation and subsequent   

 commissioning

* Servicing

* Maintenance

* Repairs

* Procurement of spare parts



The OEM
service provider

The NEUMAN & ESSER GROUP owns a 
large number of licenses from former recip-
rocating compressor product lines. More-
over, several competent cooperation part-
ners such as Siemens and Peter Brotherhood 
work together closely with NEA. the original manufacturing drawings

the current parts lists

the original order drawings

and, on this basis, to technical and 
logistical expertise.

With these, NEAC Compressor 

Service has access to:

For each new requirement, the expe-
rienced NEAC engineers assess pre-
cisely whether repairing or replac-
ing a spare part is the more sensible 
economic solution. In order to avoid 
longer downtimes – also in emergency 
situations – the NEAC employees are 
available 24/7. If required, the respec-
tive component can then be repaired 
immediately or provided.
Only faultless spare parts guarantee 
high machine availability. They are 
manufactured in accordance with the 
original manufacturing drawings with 
top quality and precision.

state-of-the-art manufacturing centers at 
the three NEA GROUP production locations

the use of original documents and drawings

coordination of spare parts, repairs and ser-
vice calls

a Repair Coordination Center (RCC) with 
works-specified experts

Thus, NEAC can retain the original 
specification and secure uninterrupted 
documentation within the scope of 
           . This avoids 
shorter servicing or maintenance inter-
vals and prevents unplanned damages 
and repairs.

Here help:



Knowledge
Since acquiring its first license more than 40 years ago, not only nu-
merous further licenses but also a comprehensive range of specialist 
knowledge has accumulated at NEUMAN & ESSER. The majority of the 
NEAC experts originate from the company itself. This guarantees that 
experience and expertise can be shared in-house. When it boils down to 
it, NEAC Compressor Service is committed to technical tradition - and 
always progresses simultaneously, striding into the future.
Today’s valid works standards and assembly status have arisen from 
many decades of experience. Moreover, NEAC’s technical and concur-
rent commercial route make its operating mode so unique. The globally 
networked data systems ensure that the NEAC experts are always very 
well informed of all statuses worldwide at the push of a button. All of 
this makes the NEAC employees what they are today:

highly-qualified experts with

solutions for all specialist disciplines!



Diagnostics

The engineers and technicians 

from the NEAC team specialize 

in particular in:

* technical studies

* mobile status monitoring

* diagnoses

* 2D and 3D laser measuring devices

* targeted troubleshooting

* root cause failure analysis

Maintenance concepts are individually adapted to all
operational requirements using the NEAC OEM know-
how. The target is to extend the intervals, save mainte-
nance costs and optimize production. 
Targeted status recording, status comparisons and di-
agnoses of the core data enable compressors to produce 
longer and more reliably.



You wish to reduce maintenance costs 
and machine downtime? If so, the valves 
and packing should be checked regular-
ly, cleaned, mechanically overhauled and 
equipped with new high-quality interior 
parts. Naturally, each step can be docu-
mented and authenticated if desired.

The advantages:

standard OEM repair guarantee for all valves 
and packing overhauled by NEAC

extensive experience and comprehensive service 
know-how due to the multitude of OEM-
licensed products.

Service for valves 

and packings:

the OEM Element

Piston Rings / Rider Rings
Source of 10% of total 
unplanned downtime.

Pressure Packings
Source of 20% of total 
unplanned downtime.

Valves
Source of 40% of total 
unplanned downtime.

70% Main Sources Of

Risk–Related Failure are:



Condition Management

Performance
improvement

We are supporting 
our clients in chal-
lenges deriving from 
asset availability and 
reliability – building 
the basis for more 
certainty in planning 
maintenance and 
higher productivity.

We are the client‘s 
strategic partner 
for asset optimiza-
tion with regards 
to availability and 
throughput – mak-
ing it possible to 
achive higher profit-
ability.

Efficiency
improvement

Analytics based on 
OEM know-how at 
NEAC and NEA X 
help improving the 
quality of your assets 
– improving the  
durability of asset 
components.

Quality
improvement

With our solutions 
clients receive straight 
access to our Service 
and immediate sup-
port – benefitting 
from smooth produc-
tion processes.

Quick service
delivery

Consignment warehouses

Intelligent status 

monitoring:

Condition

Management

Strategy

Diagnosis &
decision
support

maintenance

DataInformation

Work
Identification

Planning,
Scheduling,

Work Execution

Supply Chain
Management

Asset Master
Data

Process
Parameters

Condition
Indicators

Maintenance
Procedures

Asset Health
Analysis

Availability

Reliability

Efficient work input

The top targets

for NEAC:

* Reduction of downtimes

* Lower spare parts and maintenance  

 costs

* Avoidance of damages (early  

 determination of wear limits)

* KPI tracking & status change



Foundation and

machine refurbishment 

using 3D laser

measurement

Extremely long service times are not rare for reciprocat-
ing compressors. However, in particular the foundations 
may suffer impairments during this period:

dynamic loads via the compressor

oil entry into the concrete

unfavorable environmental conditions – e.g. ice for-
mation, corrosion, aggressive atmosphere/products

damaged anchor bolts which cannot withstand
the loads incurred any longer

Damages to the foundation may result in critical defor-
mation and excessive material strain to the crankcase 
and cause excessive vibrations of the entire system.
When comprehensive revisions take place, it is normally 
necessary to lift the compressor from the foundation. Precisely then, it is indispensable to deter-
mine the original and new erection data precisely. The fastest, most accurate and therefore safest 
means is via 3D laser measurement. NEAC has its own laser equipment. Measurements within the 
scope of foundation refurbishment and machine overhauls using the NEAC laser are precise up to 
hundredths of millimeters.



Engineering studies, 

revamping, retrofitting 

and modernization

Reciprocating compressors are operated for 
several decades. Here, the compressor require-
ments can indeed change during the course of 
time. Revamping and modernization measures 
must therefore be aligned with the procedural 
and economic targets:

general performance improvement

improvements to the machine’s efficiency

adaptation to changed process parameters

modernization of system components
(e.g. the oil system)

reduction of resource consumption

flexible and intelligent flow control system
(e.g. BLUEPOCKET)

Within the scope of a hazard as-
sessment according to §3 BetrSichV 
[German Health and Safety Regula-
tions], revamping is examined with 
reference to the Machinery Directive 
(CE) and ATEX. For recommissioning, 
authorized persons according to §14 
BetrSichV are provided by NEAC.

Previously: Afterwards:

A revamping offer is based on a tech-
nical study, in which the options of 
optimization are checked. Here, the 
customer-specific requirements are 
taken into account. Also, the delivery 
quantity, performance and downtime 
guarantee for the overhauled com-
pressors are second to none vis-à-vis 
new NEUMAN & ESSER machines.



Customer training

NEAC Compressor Service offers training both 
for NEA compressors and other manufactur-
ers’ compressors. NEAC has its own Train-
ing Center on the NEUMAN & ESSER works 
premises in Übach-Palenberg. However, local 
training can be held at the customer’s. Here, 
NEAC creates focused scope for discussions, 
enabling the participants to exchange their 
experiences openly.

The NEAC Customer

Training is designed for:

Engineers from the fields of General
Mechanical Engineering and Chemicals

Executive employees who are responsible 
for maintenance and operations

Mechanics

System operators

Moreover, NEAC also offers 
customized and project-related 
training – if desired also with 
practical briefing!

Schedules and

registration forms:  

www.NEAC.net



Safety
The topic of safety is at the top 
of the list at NEAC Compressor 
Service. Regular safety training 
and instruction for the NEAC 
service technicians ensures opti-
mum working conditions. More-
over, NEAC is certified accord-
ing to ISO 9001, SCC(P) and 
BS OHSAS 18001.

Certification:

Don’t forget the gloves!

Helmet

Protective 
goggles

Masks

gloves



With ten locations world-
wide, NEAC Compressor 
Service is in action every-
where and at all times. 
No matter whether in 
Brazil, Russia or India, 
our trained experts are 
always there when it 
counts!
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notes



24-hour-HotlineGer: +49 171 425 85 95Bra: +55 (31) 99788 9599USA:+1 (713) 822 2926Tha: +66 (38) 923 711Chi: +86 10 84464234

contact
NEAC Compressor Service

www.neac.net


